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WominX.netMotorcyclist Cheats Death

Reshel Reid of Redmond, Washington and celebrated writer on WominX.net cheats death on an
overpass when she flipped over and fell three stories into Lake Washington.

Cleveland, OH (PRWEB) November 30, 2005 -- Reshel Reid of Redmond, Washington and celebrated writer
on WominX.net cheats death on an overpass when she flipped over and fell three stories into Lake Washington.
Reid walked out of the hospital with injuries no greater than cuts and bruises.

She was on her way to do a story for WominX.net a site devoted to female motorcycle riders. “Reshel’s story
has touched all of us at WominX.net, and this is before the accident occurred” stated Biz, WominX.net’s
founder. Reshel Reid a mother of five said that two weeks ago she had had a vivid dream in which a bike hit an
off ramp, and somebody was falling off a freeway exit but survived by swimming to floating driftwood.

"I've been through it. It was déjà vu”. That's why, she said, she didn't panic as she swam to safety near the
University of Washington.
After a 25 year break from riding, an event that should have ended her challenging life as a mother of five, has
now enhanced her outlook on the independence provided as a woman motorcyclist and advocate of
wominx.net.

Recently, Reid released this statement: "Such a time is this, just knowing, and having the anticipation of
venturing out, exploring, journeying, touring countrysides, be on some wild trek, is exciting, and will play out
its part in my life! I know now that it was no accident, that I was reintroduced to motorcycles. It is just the right
turn into the rest of my life."

www.WominX.net the web’s most celebrated female cyclist website offers a no fee way to communicate about
any topic worldwide with other woman cyclists. Daily the number of participants and communications triple in
size. The value of WominX.net can’t be measured in visits or clicks. Rather, the community outreach and ability
for the strong, independent female motorcyclist to “flex their muscle”.

Media inquires:

WominX LLC
http://www.wominx.net
P.O.Box 770737
Cleveland, Ohio 44107-0035
Toll Free: 1-(866)-522-7184
Phone: 216-228-7169
Fax: 216-274-6291
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Contact Information
Biz
WominX LLC
http://www.wominx.net
216-228-7169

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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